THEME 5: GLASS AS A BUSINESS
Mark Douglass and Andrew Simpson/Vert Design

Mark DOUGLASS

Work: Designer Range, 2014, blown glass pendant lights

Mark Douglass is an industrial designer of glass lighting who runs his own design business. His new business
venture began with the specific requests of clients who could not find the lighting they wanted for their homes
and commercial premises.
Lighting in domestic and commercial spaces is not only a functional necessity but in the contemporary interior
design industry lighting has become an aesthetic requirement as well. Just as we select furniture for its purpose,
shape, comfort, colour and textural qualities to suit our living space and taste, a range of aesthetic criteria also
guide our selection of lighting.
Examples of Douglass`s commercial ‘Designer Range’ of lighting and interior work are shown hanging in this
exhibition. Over his twenty years working in the glass industry Douglass has built up a creative practice which
designs a wide range of products. His work now ranges from commercially produced high quality lighting and
homewares, to one off large scale commissioned art glass sculptures. His entrepreneurial skills and adaptability
of his highly skilled knowledge with glass are the foundations of his successful business.

Designer’s statement
In 2000 I took up painting and focused on a career in fine art, where I was fortunate to exhibit with Gould
Galleries in Melbourne and Sydney. I also worked with Osage Art Consultancy in Hong Kong and China with
commission work. After a brief hiatus, it was eventually in 2009 when I decided to revisit my passion for lighting.
Glass and lighting work so well together. I felt there was a gap in the market for colourful hand made blown
lights. To me, feature lighting is one of the most important focal points of any interior. The ceiling creates a
blank canvas and glass works well in both daylight and darkness.
This year I have decided to focus on the design range and lighting. I want to produce the more successful
designs in a larger quantity, so I can have more stock readily available to our customers through our national

outlets and our online store. Currently our custom orders have a lead time of 4-6 weeks, but I also want to
offer easy off-the shelf offerings which are ready to go. I have found 50% of people are happy to choose from
the floor stock, as it’s all had blown its good to see exactly what you are getting. We also offer an interior
consulting service to help choose the lighting that would suit your interior. All you need is photos and we can
draw up a concept.Juggling is part of life, as long as you don’t drop the ball!
http://thedesignfiles.net/2014/01/interview-mark-douglass

Other Perspectives
Mark’s practice is extremely varied – a big part of his studio output is consumed with large scale architectural
/ design commissions, he also designs his own range of lighting and interior products available ‘off the shelf’,
and he still creates one off glass artworks for exhibition both locally and abroad. His large scale commissions
in recent years have also found their way into some of Australia’s leading corporate collections, including BHP,
Cadbury Schweppes, BP and Rio Tinto. These varied projects are juggled with enthusiasm, propelled by Mark’s
uncanny knack for balancing his tireless creative spirit with the necessary business acumen required to keep
everything afloat!
http://thedesignfiles.net/2014/01/interview-mark-douglass

Andrew SIMPSON/ Vert DESIGN

Work: Alaskan Rock Bottle, 2013, cast glass

Andrew Simpson comes to glass production from a background in Industrial Design. As a designer he is
principally concerned with the function followed by the choice of material. It was Simpson’s early exposure
to glass while a student that gave him the confidence to work in this medium.
As the Principal of his own company called Vert DESIGN, Simpson has a reputation for having an innovative
approach. While working with glass production for various companies Simpson investigated and created
new forms of mould making, using CAD (Computer Aided Design) to create glass moulds in aluminum.
Before creating the Alaskan Rock Vodka bottles and packaging on display in this exhibition, the Alaskan Rock
company gave Vert designers a brief to create ‘a design that would have a masculine edge and reflect the
brand`s strong and distinctive spirit’.
Alaskan Rock`s distinctive black and white colours used in the glass, along with the angular shape of the
bottle, achieved the masculine appeal that the client was looking for. To add to its unique design, the punt
(the indentation in the base of the bottle) was accentuated to play on the name of the product, so the punt
appeared to be modeled on an Alaskan mountain range. This exhibition display gives an insight into all stages
of production of this amazing and innovative glass product.

Designer’s statement
Name: Andrew Simpson Nick name: Simmo
Profession: Industrial Designer but I am unemployable so I run my own design practice Vert Design. I am also
a director of Best Practice Plastics.
I get my inspiration from: Truly engaging with a problem and removing the noise. The works I am proud of have all
been born this way. I know that the right answer is geometric forms or nature bit I suspect that they just inform
and not inspire.
My style in a sentence: I hope to never have a style it seems quite constrictive but I think a lot of people like
creative types to have a style so they don’t have to worry about what is going to happen.
http://www.mecho.com.au/blog/quest-blogger/interview-andrew-simpson-vert-d

Other Perspectives
Thank you! We love our bottles. We call them “our babies” because there are only 2800 of them in batch #1. The
design originated inside the head of our proprietor. First up, black, white, and genuine 70s burnt orange are our
brand colours; we love, love, love them. They just happen to be the jockey racing colours of those happy Italians
who inspired the name. Not only were those folks restaurateurs they were also thoroughbred horse breeders.
So, with black white and burnt orange in mind a bottle was conceived. It had to be rectangular – we just adore
Amaretto di Saronno bottles and they’re rectangular too. And it had to be blackest of black glass, had to have
white text wrapped around the side, and had to have a pronounced punt (the underside of the bottle) as well as a
curved line denoting an Alaskan-type mountain range.
The incredibly talented industrial design team at Vert design (vertdesign.com.au) in Sydney, led by Andrew
Simpson, helped bring the design to life. And we’ve found genius Mexican glass makers to make them for us.
The bottles are all hand finished, and even our labels have hand finished bottling and batch details added. Our
tops are even unique, designed using shipping principles to plug the bottle. And our “Ned Kelly” boxes are also
unique.
Lots of consumers these days celebrate great design packaging as much as the spirit inside and we want to
deliver a complete artisanal experience from box to pour.
http://www.blouinartinfo.com/news/story/928671/alaskan-rock-bold-new-australia

